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1. Introduction. Let A be a power-associative algebra of finite

dimension over a field F, and let A have a unity element 1. Suppose

that every element of A has the form ai +z where a£F and z is nil-

potent. For some classes of algebras—for example, commutative Jor-

dan algebras of characteristic 9^2, alternative (including associative)

algebras of arbitrary characteristic, noncommutative Jordan alge-

bras of characteristic 0—it follows then that A =Fi-\-N where N is

a nil subalgebra (ideal) of A.

However, this is not always the case, as may be seen from an exam-

ple. Let M be a vector space over F on which is defined a nonzero

alternate bilinear form fa Let A=Fi+AI where multiplication is

defined by xy = <p(x, y)i for x, y in AI. Then every element a of A

may be written as a = ai+z where z2 = 0. Also A, being a quadratic

algebra, is power-associative. If iV is a nil subalgebra of A, then

NQM, and A=Fi+N=Fi+M implies N=M. However, M is not

a subalgebra of A since there exist x, y in M such that xy = fa[x, y)i

EM.
We shall call a power-associative algebra A with 1 over F a nodal

algebra in case every element of A is of the form al+z where aEF

and z is nilpotent, and A is not of the form A =Fi+N for N a nil

subalgebra of A.

Jacobson has proved [4]2 the nonexistence of nodal commutative

Jordan algebras (of characteristic 9^2). This has closed the one re-

maining gap in Albert's structure theory for commutative Jordan

algebras by eliminating the possibility of new simple commutative

Jordan algebras of characteristic p (which would necessarily have

been nodal algebras).

We have given in [5] a structure theory for noncommutative Jor-

dan algebras of characteristic 0. In this paper we give a structure

theory for those noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic

?^2 for which Ak is without nodal subalgebras (where K is the alge-

braic closure of F). We conclude with some theorems about nodal

noncommutative Jordan algebras. L. A. Kokoris has informed us,

just as this paper is being submitted for publication, that he has suc-

ceeded in constructing examples of simple noncommutative Jordan

algebras of characteristic p which are nodal algebras.
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We use throughout the definitions and notations of our earlier

paper [5]3 on noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic 0,

except that we need a more refined definition of trace-admissibility

as given by Albert in [3]. We assume throughout that E is of char-

acteristic 9*2.

2. Trace-admissible algebras. Let A be a power-associative al-

gebra over E, and K be the algebraic closure of E. A linear function

S(x) on A k to K is called an admissible trace function for A, and A is

called trace admissible, in case:

(I) dixy) = 5(yx) for all x, y in A ;

(II) o(ixy)z) = o(xiyz)) for all x, y, z in A ;

(III) diu)9*0 for every primitive idempotent u in Ak',

(IV) S(z) =0 for every nilpotent element in Ak.

In [3] a primitive trace function for any special Jordan algebra was

constructed. Here we require the generalization to any commutative

Jordan algebra.

Let B be a commutative Jordan algebra over E, M the radical of

BK, and S = BK/M=Si@ ■ ■ ■ @Sr where the St are simple ideals

of 5. For x in B, we have the residue class x = xi+ ■ ■ • +xr with x<

in Si. If Si is special, define S.fx.) as in [3, p. 410]. Otherwise Si is

the (27-dimensional) algebra (under "quasimultiplication") of all 3-

rowed hermitian matrices

£1    c3   c2

X =   c3    £2    ci

c2    Ci    £3

with elements in the Cayley algebra over K, and we define SiiX)

= ?i+?2+?3 in K. Then 8tiX) is an admissible trace function for Si.

For (I) is obvious and the well-known formula (II) may be computed

in a straightforward way. (Ill) and (IV) may be seen from the equa-

tion
Xs - 8iiX)X2 + /3(A)X + yiX) 1 = 0

where 2P(X)=[St(X)]*-6i(X*) and &y(X) =35i(X)5i(X2) - [5,(X)]S

— 28,iXi) [6, p. 763]. Since F[X] is an associative algebra, the

minimal polynomial of X divides/(X) =X3-5l(A)X2+j3(A")X+7(Z).

Hence, if Xy*l is idempotent, we have4 8*(A") = 1 or 2 while, if X is

3 We take this opportunity to correct a misprint on p. 473 of [5]. The final com-

mutator in line 19 should be [2£**-£*+#*, Rx]-

4 Actually 6i(«) = l for any primitive idempotent u in case the characteristic is

5^3, for then 1 =u+e+f for idempotents e and / forces 6;(«) =5i(e) =5;(f) = 1 since

5,(1) =3. However, if one were content to assume characteristic 5^3, the trace-

admissibility of di(X) would follow directly from that of trace Rx=9SiiX).
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nilpotent, it follows that b~i(X) =0. For x in B, define

8(x) = 5i(xi) + • • • + 8r(xr),

the primitive trace Junction of B.

Theorem 1. The primitive trace Junction of any commutative Jordan

algebra B over F is an admissible trace function for B.

For (I) is obvious, and (II) follows directly from the direct sum

relationship in S = Si@ ■ ■ ■ ®Sr. If uEBk is a primitive idem-

potent, we use [4] to observe that Albert's proof in [3, p. 411] that

u is a primitive idempotent in one of the Si is valid. If zEBk is nil-

potent, then z = zi+ • • ■ +zr for nilpotent Zi, and 5(z)=0.

Theorem 2. Let A be a noncommutative Jordan algebra over F. As-

sume that Ak(K the algebraic closure of F) is without nodal subalgebras.

Then the primitive trace function 5(x) of B = A+ is an admissible trace

function for A.

We may assume that 1£^4. Since powers in A and A+ coincide,

(III) and (IV) are immediate. Assuming that (I) has been proved,

(II) follows directly from the flexible law [5, p. 474]. Now (I) holds

in A if and only if it holds in Ar, so we may assume that F is alge-

braically closed and that A itself contains no nodal subalgebra.

Let l=ei+ • • • -\-et for pairwise orthogonal primitive idem-

potents in A. Then A is the direct sum A — E>'sy An where

An = [a\ Bid = aet = a] = \a\ da = a),

An = {a\ a-a = ae, = a/2] fori ^ j.

Using the notation aa^EAa^, we see that it is sufficient to prove that

S(xijyhk) =o(yhkx{j). We are concerned with six cases:

(i) i, j, h, k distinct;

(ii) i=j, hy^i, k^i;
(iii) h=j; i,j, k distinct;

(iv) h=j = k^i;

(v) h = i^j = k;
(vi) h = i=j = k.

In cases (i) and (ii) it is known [l, p. 560] that AtjAhk= AhkAn = 0.

If m is any idempotent in A, application of [3, Lemma l] to A +

yields 5(a) =0 for every o£^4u(l/2)= {a\a-u = a/2}. In case (iii) we

let u = ei+ej. Then x,-y£yl„(l) = {a\au = ua = a}, yjkEAu(i/2). But

Au(i)Au(i/2)QAu(i/2) and Au(i/2)Au(i)CAu(i/2) since A is stable

[l, p. 562] so that h(xijyjk) =S(yjkXij) =0. In case (iv) we have sim-

ilarly 5(xijyn)=8(yjjXij) =0. In case (v) let x = x,y and y = y.-y in At/.
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Then x-yQAu+A^ implies

xy = w» + wn + Wjj,       yx = zu — wtf + z,y.

Let eiy = tQAij so that yet=y—t. Then flexibility implies that

0 = (x, y, Ci) + (ej, y, x) =Wi,-+Wij€i — xy+xt+tx — zu+eiWij — 2x-t

— zu — Wjj, so that

(1) 2x-/ = zu + wyy.

Also

(2) 2x-y =  iwu + Zu) + (wyy + Zyy).

Applying [3, Lemma l] to (1) and (2), we have 5(Zi,) =5(wyy) and

5 iwu) + 5 (z«) = S (wyy) + S (zyy) so that 8 (w«) = 5 (zyy). Hence 5 (xy)

= 5(w,-t)+5(wyy) =5(zyy)+5(zji) = 5(yx), completing the proof in case

(v). It is only for case (vi) that we require that A be without nodal

subalgebras. Since the unity element e,- of the subalgebra An is an

absolutely primitive idempotent, the commutative Jordan algebra

A„ =e,E+Ar+ where N+ is a nil subalgebra of At. Then Au = eiF+N,

and every element of An has the form x = aet+z where a(EE and z is

nilpotent. Also A7 consists of the nilpotent elements of An. Since An

is not a nodal algebra, A is a subalgebra of An. If y=@ei-{-w for

wQN, then zw and wz are nilpotent, and 5(xy) =a/35(ei) =5(yx).

Theorem 3. Let A be as in Theorem 2. Then the radical N of A coin-

cides with the radical of A+ and consists of those elements z satisfying

5(xz)=0 for every x in A. Also A/N is semisimple, and iA/N)K

= Ak/Nk is without nodal subalgebras.

The first conclusion follows from [3, Theorems 1,2]. Also any nil

ideal of A/N is clearly 0. Suppose that Ar/Nr contains a nodal

subalgebra C with unity element u. Then C = Ku+M with M+ a nil

subalgebra of C+, but there exist miQM such that mim2=(iu-\-m3

with H9*0. Let D be the complete inverse image of C in Ak (under

the natural homomorphism of AK onto AK/NK). By the power-

associativity of D there is an idempotent e in D such that e = u.

Clearly e is (absolutely) primitive in D. Then E,(l) is a nodal sub-

algebra of AK, a contradiction. For De(l) =Ke-\-R where E+ is a nil

subalgebra of 7>e(l)+. It follows that the subspace R consists of all

nilpotent elements of Ee(l) and it is sufficient to show that R is not

a subalgebra of 7>«,(1). There exist a<GEe(l) such that di = mi. For

there are diQD with J< = w,-, and E = Ee(l)+Ee(l/2)+Ee(0) implies

di = at+bi+Ci, OiQDe(l), bie-\-ebi — bi, efc = 0. Hence hiU+uhi = hi

= lbi, CiU = 0 = Ci, or hi=£i = 0, di = di = mi. Actually OiQR since the
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mi are nilpotent and NK is nil. Hence aia2 = mim2=pu-\-m3=pe-\-ai,

or aia2=pe-\-az mod A7*. But ai02=Xe+f, rER, so (X —a0<? is nil-

potent, X=/tt^0, aia2£7?.

Theorem 4. 7,e/^4 be as in Theorem 2. If A is semisimple, then A is

uniquely expressible as a direct sum A =Ai® ■ ■ ■ ®Ar of simple ideals

A,-. If A is simple, then A is one of the following: a simple (commuta-

tive) Jordan algebra, a simple flexible algebra of degree two, or a simple

quasiassociative algebra.

A+ is semisimple. Hence A is a direct sum A =Ai-\- ■ ■ ■ +Ar of

subspaces At such that the At are simple ideals of A+. Let e; be the

unity element of At so Ai = Aei(i). For any x;£^4,-, y£^4, we have

(ei, xit y) + (y, x,-, e»)=0, or Xiy —e,(x,y)+(yxi)e;—yxi = 0, so that

2x,y — 2e; • (x*y) =2x,-y — 2(xj-y)ej = 0 since xtyEAt- Hence x,y£^4i.

Also yXi = 2xi-y — XiyEAit so Ai is an ideal of A. Since any ideal of

Ai is an ideal of At, it follows that Ai is simple.

If A is simple (and Ak is without nodal subalgebras), then A is

/-simple (that is, A+ is simple). For otherwise r>i above. Albert's

classification of flexible /-simple algebras, given in [l, pp. 588-593]

for Fof characteristic 0, is valid for characteristic ^2. For character-

istic 0 was used only for a determination of A+, and it has sub-

sequently been shown [2; 4] that there are no new simple commuta-

tive Jordan algebras A+ (of characteristic p).

3. Nodal algebras. Throughout this section A is taken to be a

noncommutative Jordan algebra with 1 over F such that every ele-

ment is of the form al+z where a£7? and z is nilpotent. Whenever

A is assumed in addition to be a nodal algebra, this is explicitly

stated.

By [4] A + = Fi+N+ where N+ is a nil subalgebra of A+. Hence

A=Fi-\-N, where N is a subspace consisting of all the nilpotent ele-

ments of A, and x-yEN for all x, y in N. Then A is a nodal algebra

if and only if there exist x, y in N such that xy£A7'. The subalgebra

generated by two such elements is itself a nodal algebra. Clearly a

nodal algebra cannot be trace-admissible. For, if xy=Xl+z with

\^0EF and zEN, then 0 = 5(xy) =5(xy) =X5(1) ̂ 0. (It follows
from [5 ] that nodal algebras are of characteristic p. A separate proof

of this fact is given below.)

Since N+ is a nilpotent commutative Jordan algebra, the powers of

N+ lead to 0. If G and 77 are subspaces of A, we denote by C7-77 the

subspace of A spanned by all g-h for gEG, hEH. Then, defining Ni

by Ni = N, Nt-Ni_i■ N, we have

(3) Ni D N2 D Ns D ■ ■ ■ D Nk D Nk+i = 0,
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where the inclusions are all proper since Ni = Ni+i implies Aj = Ar,+i

= Ni+2= ■ • • . Also let N'* denote the subspace of A+ spanned by

all products (that is, • products) of i factors from N, no matter how

associated. That is, Nll = N, N'<= £?-i A,_y Ay. Then

N.i 3 N.2 -) N.s 3 Na 3  . . . 3 N.. 2) N-s+1 = 0,

where this series also terminates in 0, but there is no reason to sup-

pose that the inclusions are all proper. We have NiQN'i and A'2'

CAT,-, so that k^s^2k-l.

Let x, y be in N. Then

(4) xy = XI + z, \Gf,2€ii.

Hence

(5) yx = - XI + (2x-y - z)

and (xy)x=Xx+zx = x(yx) = —Xx + 2x(x-y) —xz, or

(6) Xx"= x(x-y) — x-z.

It follows that we have N29*0 in any nodal algebra A, tor N2 = 0 im-

plies xyQN for all x, yQN by (6).

Now 0 = (x, x, y)+(y, x, x) =x2y— x(Xl+z) + (— Xl+2xy — z)x

—yx2 = 2x2y —2Xx —2x-z+4(x-y) -x —2x(x-y) — 2x2-y implies

(7) x2y = 2Xx + 2x-z — 2(x-y) -x + x2-y

by (6). Linearization of (7), using x»y=X,l+Zi, gives

(xrx2) y = XiX2 + X2Xi + Xi-s2 + x2-Zi — (xi-y)-x2

(8)
— (x2-y)-xi + (xrx2)-y.

Theorem 5.

(a) NiNQNi_u NNiQN^    for i = 2, 3, ■ • • ;
(b) NiN2CNi, N2NiCNt   for i= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ;
(c) AyV2 = A2A* = 0   for kin (3).

Corollary. Ni is a nil subalgebra of A for i = 2, 3, • • • .

N2NQN is implied by (8). Also NN2QN-N2 + N2NQN. For i^3

in (a), we assume N^iNQNi^. Then XiGA7'j_iCA2 implies Xi = 0,

zi = XiyGA,-_2 in (8) so that NiN=iNi^-N)NC.Ni-i. Then NNi

QN-Ni+NiNC.Ni-1. The case i=l of (b) has been proved in (a).

For i^2 we assume A,_iA2CA,_i. Then yQN2 implies Xi=X2 = 0 in

(8) while XiGA,_i implies Zi = XiyGA;_iA2CA,_i. Hence NiN2QNi

by (8), and N^NiQNi- Ni + N.NiQNi. In case i = k as in (3) we may
sharpen (b) to (c) as follows. We need only consider k^2. Taking

yQNk in (7), we haveX = 0, z = xy, so that x2y = 2x- (xy) = 2x(x-y) =0
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for all xEN. Linearization of x2y = 0 gives N2Nk = 0, and NkN2

QNk-N2+N2Nk = 0. The corollary follows from (b) since N{Nt

QNiN,QNi for *'=2.
We omit the proofs of similar relationships involving the spaces

N-<:

N-'N C N-*-1 NN-* C 7Y-*-» for t = 2, 3, • • • ;

N-W-1 C AM+<-2 for * + « = 3, 4, • ■ • .

These may be proved, using (8), by induction on i.

Equation (4) states that xy^Xl (=Xx°) mod Ni. We generalize

this to

(9) x<y = iXx*-1 mod Ni for i = 1, 2, • • •

in a proof by induction on i. It is known [l, p. 574] that the right and

left multiplications of a and a2 in A generate a commutative associ-

ative algebra which contains the right and left multiplications of all

powers of a; it also contains 7?j\ Hence (x*, x, y)-\-(y, x, x') =0 implies

xi+1y — \xi — x'z —Xx; + 2(x-y)xi — zxi — yxi+1 = 0, or 2x<+1y = 2Xx''-f 2x'•

z —2x-(yxi)+2xi+1-y = 2Xxi —2x-( —iXxi_1) mod Ni+i by the assump-

tion of the induction. Hence x'+1y = (z-rT)Xx' mod Ni+i. Now (9) is

the case j = 1 of

(10) xVv st(»-l)...(t-i+ 1)\Y_J mod iWy+i    (1 = j = i).

We assume (10) and see that *47?i+1 =■»'(* — 1) • • ■ (i-j + l)\>x^'Ry

=i(i-i) ■ ■ ■ (i-j+l)(i-j)y+1xi-'-1 mod iV<_y by (9) and Theo-

rem 5(a). In particular, we have

(11) x'tC* = i!X'_1x mod N2.

We also generalize (6) to

(12) Xx* = y(R+)(Lx - z(R+y for i = 1, 2,3, • • ■

by induction on i. Assuming (12), we have

Xx»+» = \x<-x = y(R+YLxR+ - z(R+)i+1 = y(R+)i+1Lx - z(R+)i+1.

Ii A is a nodal algebra and A is any nonzero homomorphic image

of A, then A is also a nodal algebra. For any ideal T^A in A = FI + N

is contained in N. Otherwise there exists t = ri+z in T with tt^O

in F and z in A7. Power-associativity implies that t~l exists in A, so

thaUr^^T, or T = A, a contradiction. Then ,4^4/r = Fl+A7r

where N/T consists of all of the nilpotent elements of A/T, and
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^1=^4/Eis a nodal algebra since there exist x, y in A with xy=Xl+z,

X^O, or xy = \l+zQN/T although x, yQN/T. It follows that, for
any nodal algebra A over E, there is a simple nodal algebra over E

(which is a homomorphic image of A).

Theorem 6. Let A be a nodal simple noncommutative Jordan algebra

over F. Then F is of characteristic p, and p divides the dimension of A.

It has been shown [5, p. 474], using only characteristic 9*2, that

5(a)=trace Ej" satisfies conditions (I), (II) for trace-admissibility.

Hence, if T= {t\ Siat) =0 for all aQA }, T is easily seen to be an ideal

of A. Hence E = 0 or T = A. But E3A2^0 since yQN2, aQA imply

x — ayQN by Theorem 5(a), or 8 (ay)= trace E<^ = trace E*=0 so

that yQT. Hence T = A, 5(a6)=0 for all a, bQA. In particular,

5(1)= trace R? = trace 7 = 0 where 7 is the identity transformation

on A. The conclusion follows.

Theorem 7. 7/ .4 is a nodal noncommutative Jordan algebra over F

of characteristic p, then Np9*0 ithat is, p^k in (3)).

Since A is nodal, there exist x, y in N such that Xf^O in (4). Take

i = k in (12) and (11). Since y(E+)* = z(E+)* = 0 by (3), we have
Xx* = 0, or x* = 0. But then k'[Kk-1xQN2. If p>k, we have x in N2,

xy in N by Theorem 5(a), a contradiction. Hence p^k, or Np9*0.
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